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Program Summary

The goal of this program was the development of a nonlinear optical technique through

which high power optical beams could be steered at high speed with high angular resolution. The
high speed requirement dictates a massless beam steering technique such as that provided by
acousto-optic (AO) beam deflection. The high accuracy requirement, however, additionally dictates
that the system possess a large optical aperture-potentially tens of cm for space based
applications. Such large apertures in standard AO beam steering systems in turn require
prohibitively large acoustic driving power. In addition, the ultrasonic waves leading to beam
deflection through significant deviation angles are of sufficiently high frequency that they are
typically strongly attenuated over distances of a several cm. This limits the effective aperture and
hence the angular resolution that can be achieved.

We proposed to circumvent these problems by applying nonlinear optical techniques to AO
beam steering. Specifically, we noted that the photoelastic effect which allows sound waves to

deflect light in an AO beam deflector implies the existence of an electrostrictive effect in the same
material. This electrostrictive effect implies that the electric field of light passing through the
medium will generate a sound wave in the medium. Furthermor-, we showed that in an AO device,
this optically generated sound wave should be formed in phase with the original sound wave
causing the beam deflection in the medium. Thus this nonlinear optical phenomenon serves to
amplify the a-oustic waves already present in an AO device. The results of this effect are twofold.
First, optical power is now converted to acoustic power in the device reducing the power
requirements on the acoustic signal introduced into the material by conventional transducers.
Second, the amplification of the acoustic wave occurs progressively as the wave propagates

through the material. Thus the nonlinear optical process provides an acoustic gain process that
counteracts the high frequency loss seen in standard AO systems. Thus an AO beam deflector

utilizing this nonlinear optical enhancement technique should be able to support an acoustic wave
over a substantially broader effective aperture and hence provide substantially improved angular
resolution. The primary goal of this contract was the demonstration of this nonlinear optical
enhancement technique of AO beam deflection and to show the feasibility of this approach for high
power, high accuracy beam steering.

EI
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Results

The work performed under this program consisted of a series of innovations in the theory of
nonlinear optical effects in acousto-optic media, and experiments designed to demonstrate effective

nonlinear optical enhancement of AO beam deflection. This demonstration was carried out in three

stages which are documented in detail in the three reprinted publications which follow this

summary. In brief, these stages corresponded to:

1. An initial demonstration of the nonlinear optical enhancement effect in an off-the-shelf AO

beam deflector.

2. A demonstration of an improved system geometry yielding an order of magnitude greater

enhancement in the same standard device.

and

3. A demonstration of a prototype AO device specially designed to allow for optimum

nonlinear optical enhancement. This last device allowed us improve the diffraction

efficiency of the AO device by two orders of magnitude using our nonlinear optical

technique.

These experimental results conclusively show that nonlinear optical

enhancement of AO diffraction permits high diffraction efficiencies to be obtained

with low acoustic drive powers. Furthermore at such high levels of gain, the

acoustic attenuation is sufficiently compensated that substantial increases in the

effective aperture have been obtained. These results suggest that the demonstra-

tion level systems examined under this program may be successfully scaled up
into large aperture systems capable of directing MW, and GW level laser pulses

with an accuracy on the order of 10 gIrad and response times of tens of Jisec.

The results of the effort are summarized in the form of three refereed papers, detailing the

results of our modeling and experiments. A section included at the end of this report examines
system application of the concepts studied in this program, for Rapid Optical Beam Steering

(ROBS) efforts of interest to BMDO (SDI).

2
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Enhanced acousto-optic diffraction in electrostrictive media

Frederick Vaches, Ian McMichael. Monte Khoshnevisan, and Pochi Yah

Rockwell Internationai Science Center. Thousand Oaks. California 91360

Received june 22. 19W,: accepted November 13. 1989

We examine the phenomenon of light-induced enhancement of the acoustic waves traveling in electrostrictive
materials. In particular, we consider the came of an scousto-optic Brang call illuminated by an intense optical beam
and show that the diffraction efficiency of the device may exhibit an intensity dependence that is due to the
electoetrictive nonlinearity of the acousto-optic medium. We describe experiments in which high-energy pulsed
laser sources are used to show a 20% enhancement in the diffraction efficiency observed in a TO•2 scousgo-optic
modulator.

1. INTRODUCTION intensities the electrostrictively induced grating would grow

Acousto-optic modulators used as Bragg cells provide an sufficiently large that the positive feedback between the

efficient, readily controllable means of deflecting and modu- optical and acoustic fields would drive the AO device to high

lating optical beams and are used in a wide variety of optical diffraction efficiencies-even when the initial purely acous-

device applications. In their simplest form. acousto-optic tically induced efficiency was quite low. Such a positive

(AO) devices act as holographic phase gratings and deflect feedback effect could thus allow for the efficient steering of

incident optical beams by diffraction from refractive-index high-power optical beams at acoustic power levels well below

variations within the AO medium. Index gratings in AO those calculated by using the standard AO figure of merit for
media, however, unlike those in standard optically sensitive diffraction described above.
holographic recording media, are induced by the presence of The analysis of Yeh and Khoshnevisan from which these
a traveling acoustic wave launched into the medium and results were derived, however, considered the case of an AO

coupled to the refractive index through the linear photoelas- device used to diffract an intense cw plane wave of infinite

tic effect. The strength of the grating (i.e., the magnitude of transverse spatial extent. We show in this paper that this

the refractive-index variation within the material) is thus analysis must be modified considerably to describe the more

directly dependent on the acoustic intensity transferred to realistic case of finite-sized beams of limited duration, such

the medium. Since the diffraction efficiency of a holo- as those that result when high-intensity pulsed sources are

graphic phase grating is determined by the optical thickness focused into an AO cell to obtain high optical power densi-

of the grating as well as by the grating strength, the totl ties. We then show, as a result of this analysis, that the

a given diffraction effi- nonlinear AO enhancement described by Yeh and Khoeh-
ciency for a given device aperture and optical thickness nevisan occurs with spatiotemporally finite sources as wellprovides a fundamental figure of merit describing the use- but at substantially higher optical power levels than those
providesa funAmenterals fige of meritidescrpibiong the use- calculated in the earlier cw plane-wave analysis. In particu-
fulness of AO materials in diffractive applications. As the Jar, this analysis results in an explicit expression for the
required acoustic power increases with the useful aperture of optical power thresholds required for enhanced diffraction
the device, this power requirement may become a severe optical threshold behavioration
device limitation in beam-steering applications requiring di octi The theoretifie eshold behavior that we pre-
fine angular resolution and hence commensurately large ap- dict is then verified by showing an intensity-dependentertun•acousto-optic diffraction efficiency in a Tel)2 Bragg ceUl un-

ertures.der high-power pulsed illumination.
The description above, however, assumes that the strain

wave within the material is entirely mechanically induced
and ignores the influence of the optical fields present on the 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
acoustic field within the medium. The electrostrictive and
electrocaloric effects underlying various stimulated scatter- A. Basic Formtdation
ing processes are well known 2 and permit the optical modifi- We shall consider the case of an AO device illuminated by an
cation of local acoustic waves. In particular, the electro- optical beam of finite size and duration as depicted in Fig. 1.
strictive effect provides a direct feedback from the optical Here we assume that a transducer located at the x - 0 plane
electric fields to the material strain field and has been used introduces an acoustic wave into the medium traveling in the
by several investigators.' to demonstrate the optical genera- positive x direction, yielding a density modulation of the
tion and amplification of acoustic waves, form

It has been shown by Yeh and Khoshnevisan5 that the
presence of such an electrostrictive nonlinearity in an AO Apc(r, t) = P, exp[iQl(x/L" - t) - x/LLj + c.c.. (1)
device should allow for enhancement of the acoustic grating
strength through the interaction of the incident and dif- where pt is the strength of the acoustic grating; 9 is the
fracted optical fields within the material. This analysis, in excitation frequency, which we assume is near the device's
fact, indicated that for sufficiently high incident optical acoustic resonance; t is the acoustic velocity; and L.k is the

0t740-:3224,90/o03859-09$02.00 ' ' 1990 Optical Society of Amerioa
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d,,acied •tdivided by the bulk average density pq) through the coupling
Beam coefficient y, we must similarly write

F(r, t) . -f V(E2 ), (5)
8v

c:: be where F is the local electrostrictive force per unit volume
and E is the local electric field amplitude. While in princi-Wave Z jeetotitv osatV i

pIe the electroetrictive coupling constant - defined in Eq. (4)
a "*above is a fourth-rank tensor relating the second-rank strain

,ncident and dielectric tensors, for simplicity we shall restrict our
F eam remaining discussion to scalar interactions and shall thus

Fig. 1. Basic AO Bragg deflector geometry, showing the frequency use the expressions given above.
shift of the diffracted beam. Equation (5) in particular provides an inhomogeneous

driving term, allowing us to write the combined Navier-
Stokes and continuity equations for the density perturba-

acoustic attenuation length of the medium. Since this tion in the medium in the form
acoustic grating results in a proportional refractive-index d
variation through the medium's photoelastic response, the -d 2 (Ap)/dt- + v2V2 ( p) + (2*/0 2L,. - V(Ap)
incident optical field will diffract from this grating to gener-
ate a second beam within the medium. This allows us to _ I y, 2(E2 ), (6)
write the total optical electric field amplitude in the device 8r
as

where we recall that v, 21, and Lc are the acoustic velocity.
E(r, t) - R(r, t)exp[i(k, - r - wtit)] excitation frequency, and attenuation length, respectively.

In deriving this equation we have implicitly ignored thermal
+ S(r, t)exp[i(k. • r - c2 t)J + c.c., (2) effects, as is reasonable in typical weakly absorbing AO me-

dia. In the typical situation in which the acoustic attenua-
where R and S are the amplitude envelopy, of the incident tion length far exceeds the acoustic period, we observe that
are the nomiad propation vectors and center frequencies the injected density wave amplitude Ap,, given in Eq. (1) is a

are he omial ropaatin vctos ad ceterfreuenies solution of the homogeneous form of Eq. (69 for all values of

of the two beams. By expressing the fields in this form we thlrtin str engh us The f solutio for the desity

implicitly assume that the envelope functions are of suffi- the in trength p e full esed f d

ciently narrow spatial and temporal bandwidth that this wave in the medium can thus be expressed as

modulated plane-wave expression remains valid. We final- Ap(r, t) - Ap.c(r, t) + Apop,(r, t), (7)
ly assume that the incident beam is tuned to the Bragg angle
of the AO cell so as to maximize the diffracted output. In where Alp. is the mechanically generated component of the

this case, assuming that the acoustic damping is small, we acoustic wave given in Eq. (1) and the optically generated
obtain the conservation relations component App, satisfies Eq. (6) with Apopt(r, t) = 0 when

the optical field strength is zero. We must now obtain the
W2= - W1 *, k, = k, - (P./v)0, (3) optically generated acoustic field amplitude as a function of

the two optical beam amplitudes.
where 1 is a unit vector parallel to the acoustic grating When substituting Eq. (2) into the right-hand side of Eq.
vector. These imply the usual AO result that the diffracted (6) we find 16 possible terms in the squared amplitude. Of
wave is either frequency upshifted or downshifted from the these, however, most will oscillate at frequencies far from the
incident wave by the acoustic frequency, depending on the acoustic resonance and give rise to minimal acoustic excita-
orientation of the incident wave.' The description present- tion. We thus include only those terms oscillating near
ed above, though correct to leading order for low-power resonance to obtain
optical beams, ignores the effects of the optical fields on the
acoustic grating that we wish to address. To obtain the .. . .+ +" d ,
equations describing this optical feedback, we shall essen- dt
tially follow the standard derivation of Kaiser and Maier2-
describing stimulated scattering processes. f - VV2 IR*(r, t)S(r, t)exp[iP..(x/v - t)] + c.c.l, (8)

It is well known that a linear relationship between the

strain and the refractive index in any medium through some where the sign of the exponential argument is determined by
photoelastic coefficient implies that the electrostatic energy the sign of the frequency difference between the incident
density of the medium must be similarly coupled to the and diffracted optical beams. We recognize Eq. (8) as a
strain. This in turn implies the existence of an electrostric- damped driven wave equation whose solution is obtained by
tive force on any volume element of the medium with magni- using Fourier-transform methods in Appendix A. The re-
tude proportional to that of the photoelastic coefficient. suit of this appended derivation is
Specifically, if we write

.t(r, t) = yS(r, t) = y.¢p(r, t)/p,, (4) Ap,,(r, t) - -[-f/(8rir'')]exp[±iPkx/lv - t) jl [exp(*2iPs)

relating perturbations in the dielectric constant ( to the X f(r + vst, t - s) - f(r - vsi. t - s)]exp(-vs/L.)ds + c.c.,

strain S (or, equivalently, to the density perturbation Ap (9)

4
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where f(r, t) a RO(r, t)S(r. t) is the amplitude of the optical acoustic period 7,, a 2r/O will not efficiently excite acoustic
interference term driving the acoustic response and we as- waves within the medium. We thus restrict our remaining
sume that the incident beam amplitude R(r, t) is turned on analysis to the more useful limit of incident intensity pulses
at time t - 0. with durations long compared with r., in which case the

density wave reduces to only the forward solution:
L. Ptelimhnary Results
The above result shows that the optically induced compo- Ao.(r, t) - +ji-,y/(8ru2)]expj*il2(z/u - t))
nent of the acoustic wave A., consists of a slowly varying I
amplitude modulation superposed upon a plane-wave carri XJ exp(-ush/L,)f(r - usf, t - s)da + c.c. (for at >> 1).
er term oscillating at fr.-uency 0 and traveling with velocity
o and hence tracking the mechanically induced wave compo- (11)
nent Ap. Thus App will provide a coherent contribution Another implication of the traveling-wave form of the in-
to the refractive-index grating initially generated by Ap., duceddensitywavegiven inEq. (UI) is the nonlocal nature of
and we may expect significant modification in the diffrac- the acoustic response. Assuming that the driving intensity
tion efficiency of the overall grating when the amplitude of pattern f(r, t) is spatially localized within some spot diame-
Ap.% approaches that of Ap., Our effective optical power ter D (as would be the case for a focused beam), we see that,
threshold for the nonlinear enhancement of AO diffraction while the integral expression is initially localized as well, for
will thus be roughly that required to obtain Ap,pl . I&PsI. times greater than the spot-size transit time D/v the optical-
In Subsection 2.C we shall formalize this heuristic result by ly induced acoustic wave propagates out of the region of
including the optically generated acoustic wave in the cou- illumination. Indeed, if we model the optical interference
pled equations for AO diffraction. term (albeit somewhat coarsely) by assuming that

Before proceeding to this formal analysis, however, it is
instructive to compare the result given in Eq. (9) above with f(r, t) - R*(y,z)S(y,z), 0 <x <D, t >0
its plane-wave steady-state limiting form. When the inci-
dent beam (and hence the diffracted beam) is a cw plane -0, otherwise (12)
wave, the beam envelope functions R(r, t) and Sir, t) are (i.e. the driving term is uniform in the grating direction in
spatiotemporal constants, and Eq. (9) may be simplified to the illuminated region i, we may explicitly evaluate Eq. (11
obtain to obtain

Apopj(r, t) - *fi qLLA/(8rv 3)]expifiP.(x/v - t)JRS + c.c., A.,o(r, t) = *i-fiL,'(8TU3 )expj±iP(x/v - t)]

(10) X R*S X [1 - exp(-z/L.)l 13)

where we have assumed that .Lse/v >> I (i.e., that many for 0 < z < D and t > D/v. We recognize this as exactly the

acoustic periods are contained within t&e acoustic attenua- steady-state plane-wave solution for the density given in

tion length) in obtaining this result. We thus see that, in formula (10) multiplied by a factor of [I - exp(-x/Lc)l.
this plane-wave limit, the optically induced density pertur- This multiplicative factor has two main implications. First,

bation is directly proportional to the local intensity interfer- the density wave will be nonuniform and will grow in the

ence pattern, I(r, t) c(E)/4r (where ( ... ) here denotes a direction of acoustic propagation. More importantly, the
time average over several optical cycles). Thus, given the magnitude of this exponential factor is always bounded by
linear photoelastic coupling between the density and the D/L.c for x in the illuminated region. Hence for small spot

refractive index, n(r, t), we obtain a Kerr-like optical nonlin- sizes the acoustic wave amplitude is reduced by a factor of
earity (i.e., n(r, t) - no + n.(r, t)], as assumed in the the order of the spot size over the attenuation length from
description by Yeh and Khoshnevisan of this limiting case. the plane-wave value. Although it was derived for a specific

In the more general case described by Eq. (9), however, intensity distribution, this last result remains valid for any

this proportional behavior breaks down, and the density spatially localized distribution and is the fundamental rea-

perturbation depends instead on traveling-wave integrals of son for the discrepancy between the optical power thresh-

the optical intensity, i.e., temporal integrals of the optical olds for diffraction efficiency enhancement calculated by

intensity distribution evaluated at a point moving with a Yeh and Khoshnevisan in the plane-wave limit and those

given velocity so that both the space and the time coordi- that we shall determine in the following subsection for more-
nates vary simultaneously. Specifically, the density ex- general beam types.
pressed in Eq. (9) is proportional to the difference of two
such integrals, a forward solution traveling with the acoustic C. Coupled-Wave Analysis
wave at the acoustic velocity and a backward solution travel- To determine the effective diffraction efficiency of the AO
ing in the opposite direction at the same speed. We note device as a function of the incident optical intensity, we
that the backward solution contains an additional phase must obtain equations describing the propagation and cou-
factor of exp(*2ifls) in the integrand not found in the for- pling of the optical beams within the medium. Following
ward solution. For slowly varying optical amplitude enve- the standard holographic coupled-wave treatment of Kogel-

lopes this implies that, while initially the two solutions will nik,5 we start with the scalar wave equation for the optical
tend to cancel each other out. after a few acoustic periods field within the medium:
(i.e., for Ut >> 1) the oscillations introduced by the phase e(r. t) d-E(r. t0
term in the backward solution will average this solution to V-E(r, ) . 0, (14)

near zero and allow the forward solution to dominate. This

in turn implies that optical pulses of duration less than the where we have assumed for simplicity that the medium is

5
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optically isotropic. Substituting Eqs. (2) and (4) into Eq. above to a later publication describing the saturated nonlin-
(14) and assuming that the spatiotemporal beam envelopes ear regime.
vary slowly on the scales of the optical spatial and temporal This restriction allows us to assume that i is sufficiently
frequencies, we obtain small that R(r, t) is effectively independent of z within the

medium. Making this assumption reduces the problem to
2ik1 • VR(r, t)exp[i(kt • r - wit)] + 2ik.. VS(r, t) that of solving the single equation [Eq. (16a)0 for S(r, t).

" "-W 1 p(r t) ., This solution may be obtained by using an analytic tech-Sexp~i(k 2 . r -a 2t)] f - r, t l.R(r, t) nique similar to that presented by Kroll' in his treatment of

the related problem of optically induced acoustic instabil-
"X exp[i(k, • r - wt)] + w2

2S(r, t)exp[i(k 2 - r - W2t)J0. (15) ities. We proceed by expressing the solution for the dif-
fracted beam amplitude as a power series in the parameter g/

Note that in obtaining this equation we retain first-order x of the form
spatial derivatives of the beam envelope functions while
discarding terms containing first-order temporal derivatives Si = 0 t)(g/l)". (18)
of these quantities, which are generally much smaller in
magnitude (of the order of u/c, the ratio between the acoustic -=

and optical velocities). Now, using Eq. (7) and the specific Substituting this form into Eq. (16a) and using the assump.
forms for the two components of Ap in Eqs. (1) and (11), we tion of weak depletion to write R(x, y, z, t) - R(x, y, 0, t) 0
may collect terms with similar exponential factors and use Ro(x, y, t), we obtain
stationary phase arguments to separate Eq. (15) into the
following pair of coupled equations for the incident and dSo/dz - -iK exp(-x/L.)Ro(x, y, t) (19a)

diffracted beam envelope functions: and, for n > 0,

dS {_ix exp(-x/L) • g J exp(-vs/L8 j) dSý/dz =bcRo(x, y, t) J exp(-vs/L8 c)

X R*(r - usi, t - s)S(r - us!, t - s)ds4R (16a) X Ro*(x - vs, y, t - s)S_,(x - vs, y, t - s)ds. (19b)

Solving Eq. (19a) and then iterating the solution of Eq.
and (19b), we obtain the general result:

•f Ifi • exp(-x/L.c)+ g Jexp(-vs/L.,) Sý(x, y, z, 0 = -iRo(x, y, t)exp(-x/LL.,

X S*(r - vsi, t - s)R(r - vsi, t - s)ds S, (16b) I R0(X - VS y, t -+ 1)! (20)

where Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18), we then have an explicit
x -plw/(2ponc) (17a) power series representation of S(r, t) that we may sum di-

is the Bragg coupling coefficient of the unenhancedrectly to obtain
8

grating and S(x, y, z, t) = -ijzRo(x, y, t)exp(-x/La,)

y2
f11/(16irv

2 ponc) = M 3fl/(32X) (17b) x H ±gz[ [R0(x - vs, y, t - s)I2dsb, (21a)

is a parameter describing the magnitude of the nonlinear
coupling enhancement, with n defined as the medium's aver- where the function H is defined as
age refractive index, X as the free-space optical wavelength, I,(2u/'2)/ulI2 , u > 0
and M3 as one of the standard' figures of merit characteriz- H(u) a I (21b)
ing the AO properties of the medium. Note that in obtain- [Jh(2juI2)/!uI"2, U <0
ing Eqs. (16a) and (16b) we have used the fact that fi (typi- and J, and h1 are the ordinary and modified Bessel functions
cally -108 Hz) is much less than the optical frequency to of the first kind, respectively. Since the argument of H in
write w- w2 S w- and k, - k.2 = k = wn/c, and the assumption Eq. (21a) becomes small for weak optical feedback into the
that fl/v << h (i.e., that the beam deflection angle is small) to acoustic grating (i.e., when g or IRI2 is sufficiently small that
write ki - k, = kz.

The amplitude envelopes of the interacting beams within nonlinear effects are negligible) and since H(u) -- 1 as -0
the material may thus be obtained by solving the pair of we see that Eq. (21a) may be rewritten as
coupled first-order nonlinear integrodifferential equations S(r, t) S0 (r, t)H(-gf -Ro(x - vs, y, t - s)•2dslY,
given in Eqs. (16a) and (16b). While the analytic solution of 0
this coupled system is achievable, the required derivation is (22a)
rather time consuming and is not, in fact, necessary for the
optical power threshold for enhanced AO diffraction to be where
calculated. For simplicity we thus shall restrict our deriva- So=--iK:R,(x,y,t)exp(-x/L,,) (22b)
tion to the regime of relatively low diffraction efficiency in
this paper and defer the full solution of the coupled system is the diffracted beam amplitude in the absence of optically

6
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induced nonlinear effect& H is thus a factor describing the linear in the argument of H for operation near the enhance-
gain or loss factor by which this amplitude is multiplied ment threshold, the unbounded growth of H(u) for u > 0
owing to the optical feedback. Similarly, the diffraction implies that, for any initial diffraction efficiency, sufficient-
efficiency of the device may be written as ly high input intensity will drive the device to ever higher

17 a IS(z, y, L. t)12/•Ro(X, y, t)12 diffraction efficiencies until substantial depletion of the in-
cident optical field results. More importantly, the exponen-

{ L Jtial nature of this growth implies that the incident intensity
Vio{1H(*I1{ 1&(z - Us, y,t - a)idaI 1 (23) required for this high-diffraction-efficiency result to occur is

only weakly (roughly logarithmically) dependent on the ini-
where L is the depth of the medium and s 0ISj2AR2 is the tial diffraction efficiency of the device. Thus, even for rath-
unenhanced diffraction efficiency. The intensity-depen- er low initial efficiency levels, there will be an intensity
dent diffraction enhancement that we hope to describe is threshold above which the AO device will be driven into the
thus completely characterized by the functional behavior of high-efficiency depleted-pump regime. This qualitatively
H in Eqs. (22a) and (23) above, duplicates the earlier plane-wave result of Yeh and Khosh-

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2, where H(u) is plotted nevisan, showing the potential of the optical feedback effect
versus u over the interval -5 < u < 5. We observe from this to yield high diffraction efficiency at low acoustic power
plot that, while H(u) is linear with a slope of 0.5 in the region levels.
of Ua 0, H(u) decays rapidly to zero as u - -- but grows
with increasing rapidity for increasing u > 0. This is a D. Calculation of Enhancement Threshold
reflection of the fact that, while Ji(u) asymptotically exhib- While the analysis used to obtain these results fails to de-
its a decaying oscillatory behavior for large u, I1(u) tends to scribe the diffraction process accurately once substantial
grow exponentially without bound as u is increased. depletion of the incident beam has occurred, the implication

This behavior has a variety of physical implications in the that this depleted-pump regime is achieved remains valid.
diffraction process. First we recall that the sip of the and the rate at which this operating regime is approached is
argument of H in Eq. (22a) is determined by the sign of the still well described by Eq. (22a). As the final result of this
frequency shift of the diffracted beam with respect to that of section we shall thus use Eq. t22a) to derive the optical
the incident beam, with negative frequency shifts yielding a power threshold for enhanced AO diffraction. Using the
positive argument and vice versa. This implies that when arguments of the previous two paragraphs, we rather arbi-
the optical field loses energy to the acoustic field in the trarily define for this threshold the requirement that the
diffraction process, this lost energy is manifested as an am- argument of H in Eq. (22a) be of the order of unity and thus
plified acoustic grating resulting in increased diffraction, obtain
while the opposite process of grating deenhancement must
occur when energy is removed from the acoustic grating. gLI R(x - vs. y, t - s)2dS= 1 (24)
Physically these inverse processes may be thought of as the LJ4
creation or annihilation of phonons from the acoustic field
required by energy conservation whenever an incident pho- as our threshold requirement. It is interesting to note that,

ton is diffracted from the grating with an associated frequen- since Eq. (23) expresses the diffraction efficiency as the

cy shift. Thus, for sufficiently high intensities that the unenhanced value q0 multiplied by the gain function H. our

magnitude of the argument of H in Eq. (22a) approaches threshold condition depends solely on the argument of this

unity, we should see a significant enhancement or reduction gain function and is thus independent of Ylo and the coupling

in the diffraction efficiency of the AO device-with the sign coefficient a. We now assume for convenience that the inci-

of the modification in the efficiency controlled by the direc- dent intensity distribution lc0x. y. t) = cIRo(x, y, t)02/27 can

tion of the incident beam with respect to that of the propa- be expressed in the separable form

gating acoustic wave in the medium. IO(z, y, t) = F,(x)F, (y)l(t), (25)
Furthermore, we note that, while the response is roughly

where A(t) is the instantaneous maximum intensity in the
illuminated region and F. and F, are spatially localized func-
tions normalized to a maximum value of unity with effective
widths of D. and D,, respectively, satisfying f ', F,(x)dx =

Hjulw D. and f:'.F,.v)dy fiD..Sj Hu vs. Given this decomposition, we find that, while the exact
, value of the integral in Eq. (24) depends on the functional.

forms of these pulse shape functions, the integral in general
"7 is bounded by

2 0 J, •

IRo(x - vs, y, t - s)12ds < L 1,.. min(t, D.10, (26)
0 0 10, Io

S0 ,20 •3 20 where I.. is the maximum instantaneous intensity reached

Fig. 2. Amplitude response function H(u) plotted for -5 < <5. during the optical pulse and min(t. D,/v) denotes the lesser
Note the nearly exponential behavior for both positive and negative of these two times. Replacing the integral by its upper
arguments. bound and substituting into Eq. (22a). we thus obtain
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2r 1-' laser output during the pulse with a fast photodetector,
= cgL in(t, D,/u)1  (27) electronically comparing the detector output with the de-

sired pulse shape function, and using the amplified differ-
as our intensity threshold for enhanced diffraction. Since ence between these two signals to modulate the oscillator
the average intensity within the illuminated spot is, in gener- output and close the feedback loop.
al, less than 1,. and the transverse spot width is typically We now note that Eqs. (23), (25), and (27) imply that near
less than D, (other than through the center of the spot), we threshold the diffraction efficiency of the device may be
expect that our true threshold intensity will be somewhat written as
higher than that given in this expression. Nonetheless this
result provides a reasonable estimate of the true threshold q(X, y, t) = g4 1 i. ! IR0(X - vs, y, t 8s)12d

value. Examining Eq. (27), we note that, for pulse durations I. Lio
less than the spot-size transit time, the intensity threshold is
reduced simply by lengthening the pulse and keeping the 40 1 + gL ( )F(y)v F(x')dx'
total pulse energy the same. Similarly for longer pulse dura- c

tions, the threshold intensity may be reduced while keeping for t >> D jv
the total energy constant by increasing the transverse spot
width D,. We note, however, that such increases in spot 1io 1+ F,(.)/D. F,(x')dx'( J(t))/1h•]'h.1d
diameter become ineffective in enhancing the acoustic dif- -Jd
fraction for D. > Lac owing to the decaying exponential (29)
behavior of S0(r, t) shown in Eq. (22b).

In particular, in the regime of pulse durations long relative where (l(t)) is the peak incident intensity defined in Eq.

to the spot-size transit time, we may use the definition of g in (25), averaged over a time interval of At - D1/v before t.

Eq. (17b) to rewrite Eq. (27) as While this expression describes the profile of the diffraction
efficiency across the illuminated spot, the quantity usually

Il~h~ho f= [M2 (nLD of2./32c 2)1-1 (28) observed experimentally is the spatial average diffraction

in terms of the standard AO efficiency figure of merit M2,1 efficiency, defined by

which relates the strength of refractive-index modulation to ISU, y, t)12dxdy
the acoustic intensity. This term is multiplied by a dimen-
sionless factor determined by the device thickness, spot size, 1.,v(t) S

and acoustic and optical driving frequencies. From the re- IR0(x, y, t)P-dxdy
sults of Eqs. (27) and (28) we see that the enhancement
intensity threshold intrinsically depends on the duration t)-dxdy
and size of the incident light pulse as well as on material __E___x,_y_________,________

properties through MA2. This is perhaps the most funda- =

mental difference between our result and that obtained from Rf oR0(x, y, t)12dxdy
the earlier plane-wave analysis of Yeh and Khoshnevisan,
showing a threshold strictly dependent on the properties of = o1 ± J. IF, (y)]-dyf.F,(x)d _ F,(x')dx"
the AD device. Ilj j [,yJdj ~xd ~x)x

3. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION X J(t))/I~hmh.1d(D.)2D,]1

The analysis given in the preceding section indicates that iný 1 .F (y)]2-dy/D'}(l(t))/(21th.h.d))
enhanced AO diffraction can most easily be achieved in ~ J.-fhn od

materials with high values of the appropriate AO figure of (30)
merit. The experiments that we shall describe were thus
performed with a TeOe slow-shear wave AO modulator-in where we have used expression (29), the decomposition of
which the M2 figure of merit is almost 1000 times that of JR012 in Eq. (25), and the normalization condition for F(x)
fused silica.' Our analysis also indicates that intensity given in Subsection 2.D in obtaining this result. The quan-
thresholds will be minimized by using optical pulses with tity in the second set of braces in this expression is a dimen-
durations well exceeding the inverse acoustic frequency and sionless factor whose value depends on the degree of unifor-
at least as long as the spot-size transit time. For this reason mity of Fy(y) but is typically near unity-with a value of 1.0
we elected to use the Chroma laser facility at KMS Fusion, a when F, is a uniform rect function and a value of 1/, 2 when
relatively high-energy, long-pulse-duration laser source, to F, is a Gaussian.
confirm the enhancement effect. For pulse durations long compared with the spot-size

The Chroma laser consists of a Nd:YLF oscillator/ transit time, we thus expect to see a linear dependence of the
Nd:glass amplifier system and is capable of producing pulses time-resolved diffraction efficiency i,.(t) on the incident
of greater than 50-J total energy and 100-psec duration at an intensity (1(t)). Furthermore, equal and opposite modifi-
operating wavelength of 1.05 pm. While such high energy cations of the diffraction efficiency should result for the two
levels are not necessary for threshold enhancement to be configurations corresponding to opposite signs of the fre-
achieved (and, indeed, would damage the AO device), this quency shift of the diffracted beam. Hence, by performing
capability allows for precise control of the temporal pulse a time-resolved measurement of the diffraction efficiency,
shape at lower pulse energies by using a novel system devel- we not only obtain a complete time-multiplexed measure-
oped at KMS.9 This control is achieved by monitoring the ment of the diffraction efficiency of the device as a function
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of the incident intensity with each pulse but also, by compar. 30%

Ing these results for the two orientations, obtain a sensitive
probe of the optically induced modification of the diffrac. "
tion effciency. Ditfraction _"_

This input pulse shaping/time-resolved measurement Efficincy 20,

technique was implemented with the setup depicted in Fig.
3. Here the electronic feedback system described earlier in "____.-"" _ "_.__,
this section is used to generate a triangular input pulse 20 10% 1
ow in duration, as shown, withka 10-oec linear rise followed 0 20
by a symmetric 10-guec linear decay. This beam is then Itime sec)
focused and collimated, resulting in a spot roughly I mm in Positive Acoustic Feedback I 00 J/cm 2

diameter (FWHM) incident upon the surface of the TeO7
cell. We note that since the acoustic velocity in this materi- 30%-
al is 6.2 X 102 m/sec, the spot-size transit time is 1.6 ,sec and
is thus substantially less than the pulse duration, satisfying (b)
the criterion in expression (29). The 1-cm-deep AO cell was • " _.,,. o

driven at a frequency of 80 MHz with sufficient acoustic .ffriceincy 20%-
power to result in 20% diffraction efficiency at low incident
optical intensities. Using Eq. (28), we find that for this set
of experimental parameters our calculated intensity thresh-
old for nonlinear diffraction enhancement is I.,. ft 19 10% - 20
MW/cm2 . time (•set)

Following the description in the preceding paragraph. the Nega:.ie Acousnc :eectack ':Gcc .Jcr 2

cell was oriented at the Bragg angle for either of the two Fig. 4. (a) Time-resolved diffraction effciency %,i.: isolid curve,

diffraction configurations and the incident and diffracted and the incident intensirv IQ) 'dotted curve, versus time for a peak
intensity directed into photodiodes. These diodes were intensity of 10 MW/cm: in the frequency-downshifred i.e.. p-si-
then monitored in real time, sampled by an analog-to-digita: tve-feedback) configuration. Note the roughly .,angular respon.e
converter at 100-nsec intervals, and the results then stored, and the peak efficiency of 24"6. (bi Time-resolved diffraction e.fli-

-a 200-point data set describing the incident and cency i.i.t) (solid curve) and the incident intensity fit) idotted
yielding curve) versus time for a peak intensiry of 10 MWicm- in the fre-
diffracted intensities as a function of time over each .0-gc quency-upahifted (negative-feedback) coafiguration. Note inverse
optical pulse. By using the incident intensity data set and triangular response.
the point-by-point ratio of the two sets, we thus obtained a
time-resolved representation of 1(t) and %,Ut) by which the
threshold result of expression (29) could be checked. Such The results of these measurements at the highest incident
measurements were conducted repeatedly at increasingly intensity before damage occurred are presented in Figs. 4(a)
high pulse energies until permanent optical damage of the and 4(b) for the two diffraction configurations. In both of
AO cell resulted, these figures the diffraction efficiency .,f(t) (solid curves)

and the incident intensity 1(t) (dotted curves) are plotted
versus time during the optical pulse. Both figures were

Exwmenuil Configurwson obtained by averaging the results of three pulses at a total
pulse energy of I J corresponding to a peak incident intensi-
ty of roughly 10 MW/cm2 . The data presented in Fig. 41a)

" - were taken in the configuration in which the diffracted beam

,___•_._.A 4-...-- is frequevcy downshifted (adding energy to the acoustic

L --1\ . wave) and those shown in Fig. 4(b) in the alternative fre-
quency-upshifted configuration. Comparing these two

, plots, we see that in both cases the diffraction efficiency is
• .. •.-: 2�0% at the onset of the pulse. In the downshifted configura-

. _ { s-tion shown in Fig. 4(a) the diffraction efficiency ramps up to
"a maximum of roughly 24% slightly past the midpoint of the
pulse, followed by a noisier and slower decrease to approxi-

Ii 'mately 22-23% by the end of the pulse. In comparison, the
upshifted data in Fig. 4(b) show a slow downward ramp to

-19% near the pulse midpoint followed by a more rapid rise
to -23% by the end of the pulse.

Fig. 3. Experimental configuration showing the Chroma laser sy.- Comparing these two results, we see that, indeed, there is

tem with closed loop control producing a triangular temporal puise. some triangular waveform roughly proportional to the inci-
The pulse is focused and collimated by the lenses shown and direct. dent intensity pulse shape superimposed upon the diffrac-
ed into the TeO2 AO cell. Incident and diffracted intensities are tion efficiency, though with a slight delay between the peaks
monitored by photodiodes whose outputs are directed to an analog- in . (t) and ,(
to-digital (A/D) converter. Measurements are taken in this fashion i a,(t) owing to the transit-time-time averaged

in the two configurations yielding a frequency-upshifted and a r. nature of the response as described by expression (29). Ad-
quency-downshifted diffracted beam (dotted and solid arrows, re- ditionally, the sign of this modification depends on the sign
spectively). of the frequency shift. as predicted by our theoretical analy-
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30%- ment in diffraction efficiency at incident intensities nearing
the damage threshold of the device, the practical utility of
this effect as demonstrated is limited. The large increases

Diffraction in diffraction efficiency predicted by our theory and the
Efficiency 20% - earlier analysis of Yeh and Khoshnevisan should, however,

be achievable through more sophisticated control of the ex-
perimental conditions.

10- Specifically, we recall from Subsection 2.D that the
0 20 threshold for nonlinear enhancement depends critically on

time (_s_) dhe temporal and geometric properties of the pulse, with
Positive Acoustic Feedback (40 Jtcm 2) optimal thresholds achieved by increasing the transverse

Fig. 5. Time-resolved diffraction efficiency %.(t) (solid curve) and beam width D, to approximately the acoustic attenuation
the incident intensity 1(t) (dotted curve) versus time for a peak length L.,. As the attenuation length for Ten2 operated in
intensity of 4 MW/cmrnin the frequency.downshifted (i.e., positive- the slow-shear mode exceeds I cm t 0 we were thus quite far
feedback) configuration. Note the apparent absence of the mono- from this optimum in the initial experiments reported here-
tonically increasing trend in 1.,(t) found in the higher-intensity
results. in. If a transducer with a sufficiently large clear aperture is

obtained and our spot size of I mm in these experiments is
increased to this level, we may expect threshold reductions

r-s. Further, we note that the maximum increase in the of greater than an order of magnitude. Since such reduc-
diffraction efficiency is roughly 4% added to a background tions are associated with no concomitant alteration in the
level of 20% a.id thus corresponds to a total enhancement of damage threshold of the medium, this modification should
20% at the maximum incident intensity of 10 MW/cm-. Us- allow for high efficiency enhancement well above the thresh-
ing Eq. (30) and assuming that the shape of the illuminated old. Such modifications to our experiment are currently in
spot is roughly Gaussian. we see that we would expect a peak progress, and the results will be reported in a subsequent
diffraction enhancement of 1maA(2%W2thrhotd). As the cal- publication.
culated threshold for this process is lthr..hold = 19 MW/cm-',
our peak incident intensity of I..,, = 10 MW/cm2 implies a APPENDIX A: SOLUTION FOR THE
predicted enhancement level of 19%, which agrees quite well OPTICALLY DRIVEN DENSITY WAVE
with the 20% degree of enhancement observed.

We note, however, that along with the directly intensity- In Section 2 we derived Eq. (8) describing the evolution of
dependent behavior that we predicted, both curves show an the optically induced acoustic field and then stated, without
apparent asymmetry about the extremum in %,0(t) corre- proof, its solution. In this appendix we derive the solution
sponding to an additional monotonically increasing trend to this equation and, in so doing, elucidate the approxima-
not accounted for in our analysis. We believe this to be a tions made in obtaining our earlier result. We recall from
manifestation of thermally induced optical nonlinearities Section 2 that Eq. (8) was a linear damped wave equation
within the medium. Although our analysis ignoring such with an inhomogeneous forcing term, which could be ex-
effects is reasonably accurate at lower intensities, as we pressed as
approach the optical damage threshold these competing ef- d
fects become significant. We justify this contention that -d'(Apopt)/dt2 + +(A p0 ) + (2v'/QLac) t V-(Ap)
such competing nonlinearities are relatively unimportant
well below the damage threshold by presenting results anal- 1 -yr-f(r, t)exp[iS2(x/v - t)6 + c.cJ, (Al)
ogous to those shown in Fig. 4(a) but at lower incident 4w
intensity. These results, presented in Fig. 5, correspond to where the driving term f(r, 0) above is the interference term
measurements of %,,(t) and I(t) in the frequency-downshift in the optical intensity and, for notational convenience. Q.
configuration that was used in Fig. 4(a), again averaged over may be positive or negative. Taking the Fourier transform
three data sets but now taken at an incident intensity of .4 of this equation with respect to position, we obtain the ordi-
MW/cm-. Examining this figure, we see that there is again nary differential equation
some evidence of the intensity-dependent triangular wave-
form superimposed upon the diffraction efficiency plot- P1t(k, t) + 2r(k)P,(k, t) + v-k-P(k, t)
but of approximately half the magnitude of that seen in Fig.
4(a), as we would expect from the reduced intensity. More - 1 ('k -I , t exp(-iflt), (A2a)
importantly, there is only minimal evidence of monotonic 4 \ V

ramping in this plot, indicating that indeed this effect be- where r(k) = vk"-'l"-Lc is the acoustic damping rate and, as
comes significant only as the damage threshold is neared. before, I is a unit vector in the acoustic propagation direc-

tion. Here we have made the transform definitions
4. DISCUSSION Apopt(r, t) = /A2w)•[ P(k, t)exp(ik . r)dk + c.c] (A2b)

As claimed, we have presented evidence of intensity-depen- [f i
dent enhanced diffraction in an AO device and have shown and
that the magnitude of the effect that we observed agrees well
with that predicted in our earlier theoretical analysis. f(r, t) = 1/(2r)'3f F(k, t)exp(ik , r)dk. (A2c)
Clearly, though, as we were able to show only a 20% improve-
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We now identify Eq. (A2a) as a simple driven oscillator conditions that we have considered. Both of the frust two
equation with the solution terms in Eqs. (A7) are thus required for our evaluation of Eq.

(A4) to remain accurate.

P(k, t) = (-tk 2/4rfl)exp(-ift) Pqk - (91v)0, t - a) Making the series of approximations described above, we
may rewrite Eq. (A4) as

X exp([ifi - r(k)Js)ain(ojs)ds, (A3) 4

where fl0(k) a ukil - [r(k)/vkhl2it is the natural frequency of ( t) = (-.rO/S iv2 )(eap[ifl(x/v - t)J
the damped oscillator. We now take the inverse transform
by substituting Eq. (A3) into Eq. (A2b) and exchanging the X o ds exp(iflh)exp(-us/L,)

orders of integration to obtain

Apo,(r, t) - (,/321,)1exp[iQ(x/u - t) £ds exp(is) X 1/(2r)3if dkF(k,, t - s)exp[&k, . (r+ vst) +ins]

X f dk,(k'/112)F(k,, t - s)expflik . r - r(k)sjsin(9,s) + c.c.}, - f dkF(k1, t - s)exp[tk1l - (r - usv) - ifsl} + (cA8)"

(A4) 
(A8)

where ki a k - (11/0)1 and hence k = (12/v)(1 + 2(v/g)k1 • f + The latter two integrals in this expression are now recog-

(kh/fly)]1/2. We shall now assume that the driving function nized as Fourier transforms with traveling-wave kernels and

f(r, t) varies slowly on the scale of the acoustic wavelength, may be evaluated by using Eq. (A2c). Performing these
integrations yields the result of Eq. (9) in Section 2, asi.e., that the characteristic length scale D -max(D., D,) >> claimed.

v/17, and note that, since v/.9 1 jum for TeO2 in the slow-
shear mode at our drive frequency of 80 MHz, this condition
is easily satisfied. Making this assumption implies that k I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
O(2#/D) is small compared with k within the bandwidth of
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We describe a technique by which the diffraction efficiency of an acousto-optic beam deflector may be substantially
increased under high-power laser illumination. In earlier research we showed that the diffraction process is
intrinsically associated with an intensity-dependent modification of the diffraction efficiency of an acousto-optic
device. Here we show that this diffraction efficiency may be enhanced most effectively by distributing the optical
intensity over the acousto-optic device in a manner that maximizes the overlap with the acoustic wave in the
medium. In particular, we demonstrate increases in diffraction efficiency of greater than 80% in a TeOo. device-an
improvement of roughly an order of magnitude over earlier results in which this overlap technique was not used.

The deflection of a laser beam using acousto-optic process occurs to some degree in all AO beam deflec-
(AO) diffraction was first achieved over two decades tors. The fact that this effect is not apparent in most
ago and has since evolved into a commonly used beam- situations implies that certain conditions must be met
steering technology. While AO deflection is effective for appreciable acoustic amplification to be achieved.
in many situations, in certain applications the limita- These conditions, along with a detailed theoretical
tions of this technique become objectionable. In par- explanation and a preliminary experimental demon-
ticular, in high optical power and high pointing accu- stration of this effect, were described recently.3

racy applications the device aperture must be made In Ref. 3 we showed that by focusing a long-duration
large. This results in increasingly high acoustic power (20-1tsec) laser pulse onto a TeO2 AO beam deflector, a
requirements, adding significantly to the size and 20% peak improvement in the device diffraction effi-
weight of the device. We thus desire a means to re- ciency could be achieved at a peak incident intensity
duce the acoustic power required to yield a given dif- of 10 MW/cm 2. This result was of limited practical
fraction efficiency over a given aperture, or, equiva- use, however, since optical damage to the deflector
lently, a means by which the effective value of M2, the occurred at similar intensity levels. In the theoretical
standard figure of merit characterizing the AO proper- analysis accompanying this result, however, we
ties of a material, may be increased. showed that the intensity required to achieve this op-

While the most direct approach to this problem is to tical enhancement depends strongly on the spatial dis-
search for or tailor a new material with more desirable tribution of this intensity on the device. Specifically,
AO properties (and indeed this is an ongoing area of the optical intensity required for a given level of dif-
research), we pursue an alternative mode of attack and fractive enhancement was shown to decrease with in-
amplify the acoustic wave within an existing device, creasing transverse width of the laser spot in the direc-
This acoustic amplification occurs through the elec- tion of acoustic propagation shown in Fig. 1. This is a
trostrictive effect present in an AO medium and trans- result of the traveling-wave nature of the acoustic
fers power from the optical field incident upon the wave within the device. When energy is added to the
device to the acoustic wave within during the diffrac- acoustic wave by the diffraction process, this energy
tion process as diagrammed in Fig. 1. Specifically, as then propagates along with the acoustic wave. Once
was shown by Yeh and Khoshnevisan,' the intensity
pattern generated by the interference of the incident odraoec/
and diffracted optical beams in an AO deflector tray- 8B g.it ± Q) L

els along with the acoustic wave in the device, and wci ohence the electrostrictively induced acoustic response s o"C
of the medium to this intensity pattern adds coherent- H H II I I
ly to the acoustic wave present and either amplifies or w=. 7)
diminishes it. This acoustic amplification is a simple
consequence of energy conservation, since the fre- A, 4
quency shift between the incident and diffracted opti- amr ,c,// •,of aoust
cal beams implies that for every photon diffracted /,tn
from the acoustic grating an acoustic phonon must be Fig. 1. Basic AO configuration showing the operating coor-
added to (or removed from) the acoustic wave. dinate system, the directions of acoustic and optical propa-

Since the electrostrictive response of any medium is gation, and the modification of the acoustic intensity owing
intrinsically related to its photoelastic coefficients 2  to optical diffraction. Note that the optically modified
(and hence to its AO properties), this amplification acoustic wave propagates out of the illuminated region.

0146-9592/90/160921-03$02.00/0 C 1990 Optical Society of America
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this energy propagates outside of the region of illumi- obtaining this expression. Specifically, our threshold
nation, however, it no longer has any impact on the expression is only strictly valid when D, is much less
diffraction efficiency of the device and is wasted as far than L~c, the acoustic attenuation length in the medi-
as the present application is concerned. By extending urn. When the spot size approaches or exceeds the
the incident optical beam in the direction of acoustic attenuation length, the threshold approaches a limit-
propagation we thus increase the degree of overlap ing value obtained by replacing D, by L. in Eq. (2)
between the amplified acoustic wave and the beam it above. Thus by increasing the transverse spot size
must diffract. In this Letter we describe experiments from an initial value of D, - Do0 to Dý = Lc we may
conducted with such transversely extended optical achieve a reduction in our intensity threshold of the
beams and compare the results with those of the earli- order of DIo/L.C. Applying this result to the experi-
er focused-spot experiments. We show that not only mental system considered in our earlier research,3 in
are large improvements in the degree of enhancement which a 1-mm2 focused spot was used to illuminate a
achieved but that the gain in efficiency is large enough TeO 2 deflector with an attenuation length of roughly 1
so that an increasingly nonlinear dependence of dif- cm, we see that a reduction in thehoid approaching an
fraction efficiency on incident intensity is observed, order of magnitude should be possible simply by in-

In our earlier analysis of the enhancement process,3  creasing the spot size.
coupled equations were derived describing the inter- To test this hypothesis, we used an experimental
action of the acoustic and optical waves within the setup similar to that employed in the earlier focused-
medium. These equations were then solved in the spot research (Fig. 2). Here a high-power Nd:YLF
regime of weak depletion of the incident optical beam oscillator/Nd:glass amplifier system developed at
(i.e., low diffraction efficiency) to obtain the following KMS Fusion was used to generate a 1.05-Mm pulse 20
expression for the spatially averaged intensity-depen- Asec in duration, with such long pulses being necessary
dent diffraction efficiency of the AO device: to achieve significant nonlinear gain. By using an

electronic feedback system developed at KMS, the
'a6(t) ' Idiffracted/'O - '7OG+2 Io(t)/Ihhrho.di, (1) temporal profile of this pulse was forced to follow a

triangular wave form as shown. This pulse was then
where Io(t) is the intensity of the optical beam incident sent through anamorphic optics to result in a colli-
upon the device, t0 is the unamplified diffraction effi- mated beam 1 mm in height and I cm in width with a
ciency obtained from the device at low intensities, and nearly uniform transverse profile incident upon a
/ 2(u) is a nonlinear gain function that grows linearly Te0 2 AO deflector. The deflector was oriented at the
with unit slope for small arguments but grows expo- Bragg angle to maximize AO diffraction of the inci-
nentially for u >> 1. The sign of the argument is dent pulse. The total incident and diffracted powers
determined by the sign of the frequency shift accom- were then monitored in real time to give a measure-
panying the diffraction process. For the case of ment of the spatially averaged diffraction efficiency,
acoustic amplification, in which the frequency of the ,av(t), during the pulse. These measurements were
diffracted optical beam is reduced from that of the carried out in both deflector orientations, yielding an
incident beam, the positive sign is used. The negative upshift and a downshift of the frequency of the dif-
sign is thus reserved for the corresponding deamplifi- fracted light with respect to that of the incident pulse.
cation process. From relation (1) above we see that these two diffrac-

The threshold optical intensity characterizing this tive configurations should yield nonlinear-optical re-
nonlinear response is expressed as sponses of opposite sign, with the frequency-upshifted

1 16Xc case, in which energy is carried away from the acoustic
Ithrho--d -MrnLOD,, (2) wave, yielding a reduction in diffraction efficiency andthe frequency-downshift case conversely resulting in

where M 2 is the AO figure of merit mentioned above, n acoustic amplification.
and L are the refractive index and thickness of the Measurements of nav(t) in both these configurations
medium, respectively, f0 is the acoustic driving fre- were carried out at increasing pulse intensities until
quency, X and D, are the wavelength and transverse optical damage to the deflector resulted. The maxi-
spot size, respectively, of the incident optical beam, mum incident intensity achieved before damage re-
and c is the speed of light. suited was 5.7 MW/cm 2 . The data taken at this inten-

While Eq. (2) contains a variety of physical parame- sity level in both diffractive orientations are plotted in
ters that may be varied to minimize hthreshold, for a TeO,
given AO material the factors M 2 and n are fixed and Q AOC CI
and L are not easily varied once the device has been Nd:SLF Ose. /
produced. Thus the threshold is modified most easily Nd:Glass Amp.
through control of the incident wavelength and spot
size. Since second-harmonic generation was not easi. - nsn•,
ly achievable with the laser systems that were avail-
able, we elected to modify the transverse spot size D', GSneaIor r Convene
to attempt to lower the threshold for diffractive en- T - 2o. -
hancement. In examining Eq. (2), it appears that the Fig. 2. Experimental setup showing the YLF laser source,
threshold can be driven arbitrarily low by increasing the pulse-shaping system, and the TeO, AO cell. Real-time
D. without bound. Clearly, this is incorrect and is in intensities are monitored with photodiodes, whose outputs
fact a manifestation of the approximations used in are digitized and stored.
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Fig. 3. Plots of %.,(t) (solid curves, scales on left) and lo(t) (dotted curves, scales on right) versus time during the optical pulse.
(a), (b) Reponse using a 1-cm transverse spot width with a 5.7-MW/cm 2 peak intensity in the frequency-downshift (amplifying)
configuration and the converse frequency-upshift (deamplifying) configuration, respectively. (c) Response in the.amplifying
configuration using a 1-m•2 focused spot and a peak intensity of 10 MW/cm2. Note the reduction in enhancement of (c)
compared with (a).

-We note in examining the data presented above that
while the peak efficiency is increased by roughly 83%
in the acoustic amplification configuration shown in

I 110 1.0 - Fig. 3(a), the efficiency is only reduced by a factor of
45% in the corresponding deamplification cue in Fig.
3(b). This asymmetry is a manifestation of the non-

00 linear nature of the gain function IP(u) in relation (1).
6.0 4.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 To demonstrate this we measured ij,,(t) over a range of

INTENS•TY (MW/CM2
) intensities in both diffractive orientations, and from

Fig. 4. Extremum values of %,v(t)/qo versus peak incident these data we computed the ratio between the extre-
intensity (open circles) along with a least-squares fit of the mum in efficiency and its initial value 'io. These ratios
theoretical gain function I(o/4.hmwho) using Ithmhold as a are plotted versus the peak incident intensity I0 in Fig.
curve-fitting parameter. Intensity values in the deamplify- 4. Along with these data points is a plot of /P(Iol
ing configuration are plotted as negative quantities follow- Idh,ýw) using IlththoMd as a free parameter and the
ing the convention of Eq. (1). exact form of H2 developed in our earlier paper. Fol-

lowing the convention of relation (1), the intensity
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Here ',#(t) (solid curves) and the data in the configuration yielding acoustic deamplifi-
incident intensity pulse Io(t) (dotted curves) are plot- cation are plotted as negative numbers. Examining
ted versus time during the 20-jsec pulse. We see in this plot, we see that the agreement between the pre-
the frequency-downshift case shown in Fig. 3(a) that a dicted and observed intensity dependence is quite
substantial positive triangular wave form is superim- good and that the result of our least-squares fit to the
posed onto 78.(t) with the initial diffraction efficiency data is an effective intensity threshold of Ih .. hoId - 9.3
of roughly 9% almost doubling to a peak value of 17% * 0.6 MW/cm 2. Thus while the nonlinear nature of
at mid-pulse. Conversely, in the alternative case of the gain function is apparent in this plot, we see that
frequency upshift shown in Fig. 3(b), an inverted tri- all our data were taken with peak intensities below the
angular wave form is present in the efficiency data measured threshold. Since H2 (u) increases exponen-
with the initial value of nearly 14% reduced to less tially for u > 1, however, this implies that even small
than 8% at mid-pulse. Since the incident intensity further reductions in Ithrhow could permit this thresh-
Io(t) is a triangular pulse, we see from relation (1) that old to be exceeded and result in substantial improve-
this similar triangular behavior in %,W(t) is evidence of ments in the degree of enhancement observed at the
the intensity-dependent diffraction effect that we incident intensity levels that we have used. In partic-
wish to demonstrate. The fact that the sign of this ular, from Eq. (2) we see that by using a thicker AO
triangular behavior exhibits the predicted dependence device and perhaps by increasing the frequencies of
on the sign of the diffractive frequency shift is particu- the acoustic and optical waves, such further reduc-
larly convincing evidence of this effect. tions in the threshold should be achievable, permitting

To evaluate the impact of our transverse extended the regime of exponentially increasing intensity-de-
beam technique, for comparison Fig. 3(c) shows a simi- pendent efficiency to be reached. Attempts to further
lar data set of oiv(t) and 1o(t) taken from our earlier reduce the threshold in this manner are currently in
research 3 using a 1-mm 2 focused spot at a peak intensi- progress and will be reported in a future publication.
ty of 10 MW/cm 2. We see here that although the
increasing triangular behavior is indeed still present, it The authors acknowledge the support of the U.S.
is substantially weaker, with a growth only to 24% Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-88-
from an initial value of 20% shown. This 20% gain in C-0231.
the diffraction efficiency is less than one fourth of the
80-85% gain demonstrated in the extended beam re- References
sult of Fig. 3(a). This is all the more striking given 1. P. Yeh and M. Khoshnevisan, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 4,1954
that the results in Fig. 3(a) were obtained at slightly (1987).
more than half the intensity used in the focused-spot 2. W. Kaiser and M. Maier, in Laser Handbook, F. T. Arec-
results. Thus in terms of fractional improvement in chi and E. 0. Schulz-Dubois, eds. (North-Holland, Am-
diffraction efficiency per unit of incident intensity, we sterdam, 1972), pp. 1077-1150.
do indeed improve on our earlier results by a factor of 7 3. F. Vachss, 1. McMichsel, M. Khoshnevisan, and P. Yeh, J.
to 8-nearly the order of magnitý ie predicted earlier. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7,859 (1990).
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Observation of high-gain nonlinear acousto-optic amplification

Frederick Vachss and Ian McMichael
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Reci Ocibed 25. 161

VW describe a procedure by which the optical and acoustic waves present in an scoust8.09 k beiam dfwctw arn
strongly amplified through nonlinear optical pumping. This s--rication is manifested as an increase in the
diffraction efficiency of an acusto-optic beam deflector. In particular, we describe the design and ezprims-
tal test of a prototype ToO 2 device in which this diffraction efficienc was increased by more than 2 cadms of
magnitude under pulsed law iumination. This high degrie of amplification results fm an acoustic Pga
mmechain that counteracts the usual attenuation of sound waves prpaegating in an acousto-optic medium.
VA diascum possible applications of this gain mechaism in a new daw of nonlinear AcOusto-optic dswvio

Acousto-optic (AO) devices provide a convenient suits, however, led to improved experimental tech.
means by which optical beams may be modulated or niques by which such enhancements in efficiency
steered and thus have found use in a wide variety of could be obtained with substantially reduced intenui-
applications ranging from signal processing to image ties.s Specifically, it was found that such nonlinear
reproduction. The same phenomenon that allows effects would become large whenever the optical in-
for the diffraction of light by sound in these applica- tensity exceeded a threshold value given by
tions, however, also provides a mechanism for non- 1lac
linear optical response in AO devices. Specifically, 1, (I)
the photoelastic effect in a medium, which causes a M, wnfILD,
variation in the mediumns refractive index in pro- where M2 is the AO figure of merit mentioned above,
portion to an acoustic perturbation, implies the ex- n and L are the refractive index and thickness of the
istenceI of a corresponding electrostrictive effect, medium, respectively, fi is the acoustic driving fre-
causing an acoustic response in the medium propor- quency, A is the optical wavelength, and DA is the
tional to the square of the local electric field. In width of the optical beam in the direction of acoustic
particular, this correspondence implies that materi- propagation This last factor implies that increas-
als with a high AO figure of merit, M2 (i.e., a large mg the optical beam width results in a proportional
variatign in refractive index for a given acoustic in- decrease in the threshold intensity. Indeed, im-
tensity), will possess a strong nonlinear-optical re- ptovements in diffraction efficiency roughly an order
sponse through which acoustic waves may be excited of magnitude greater than those seen in the initial
by mixing optical beams within the material. demonstrations with focused spot illumination were

Previously we have shown! that this nonlinear re- obtned by using optical beam covering the full
sponse may be used to enhance the diffraction efi- width of an AO deflector." Even in this latter study,
ciency of an AO beam deflector. In such a device, however, nonlinear gain in diffraction efficiency of
as depicted in Fig. 1, an incident optical beam dif- less than a factor of 2 was achieved before the optical
fracts from the refractive-index field generated by damage level was reached. Furthermore this dam-
an acoustic wave in a photoelastic medium and gives age threshold occurred at an intensity slightly lower
rise to a second cptical beam. Through the catre-
sponding nonlinear ,. iC-"rostrictive response, the two
optical beams then mix in the medium and produce Diffracted .
an acoustic wave driven by the product of these two Optcal Beam
optical fields. Because the optical interference pat-
tern travels along with the acou J, wave in the
material, this optically generated acoustic wave --- i----- 01
propagates along with the acoustic wave already Acoustic optialy ampNW
present in the material, and the two add coherently. Wave acousti won
This nonlinear process thus amplifies the acousticwave in the material and increases the diffraction
efficiency of the device.

In the first demonstrations of this effect, we found
that whereas diffraction efficiencies could be Incident
improved by using focused illumination from a high. OpticaJ
powered pulsed laser, measurable effecls only Fig. i. Diagram of AO beam deflector showing the inter-
occurred at optical intensitLj -z- 'he damage acting acoustic and optical waves and the amplification of
threshold of the AO material. Anaiysis of these re- the acoustic intensity that is due to optical diffraction.
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ft-_. Gaussian profile 1 mm in height but several cen-
timeters in width at the surface of the device and

A •oriented so that the long axis of the beam is parallel
L~ Z V. U'1tN Z~ Ti to the direction of acoustic propagation. This beami

is then truncated in width to provide a uniform in.
tensity profile over the device aperture. The device

Fig. 2. Experimental setup showing the laser source, the is aligned so that the optical beam is incident at the
feedback pulse-shaping system, and the 1 cm x 3 cm x Bragg angle for maximum diffraction, and the light
4cmTeO*AOcell Real-time intensities of the incident. experiences a frequency downshift equal to the
transmitted, and diffracted optical beams are monitored acoustic frequency during the diffraction process.
by using photodiodes, whose outputs are digitized and This ensures that the diffraction process transfers
stored. energy from the incident optical beam to the acous-

tic wave in the medium, allowing for nonlinear am-
than 1,, clearly limiting any potential application of plification. After passage through the AO device,
this effect. In this Letter we demonstrate tech- the optical beams propagate undisturbed for roughly
niques to reduce I, sufficiently so that substantial I m to slow for spatial separation between the dif-
nonlinear response is seen at intensities well below fracted and undiffracted components. Both of
the damage level. We then describe several applica- these output components (as well as a small fraction
tions of this AO nonlinearity, of the light incident on the device) are then attenu.

From Eq. (1) we see that Is is proportional to the ated and focused onto calibrated photodiodes. The
factor (LDX)"' and thus varies inversely with the photodiode signals are monitored during each opti-
total area over which the crossed acoustic and optical cal pulse, digitized, and stored, which yields time-
beams interact. We may thus reduce the nonlinear resolved measurements of the intensities of the
threshold simply by using a larger AO device. As various beams. In particular, the time-resolved
the large interaction areas at which nonlinear AO (but spatially averaged) diffraction efficiency of the
effects become significant are not needed in atan- device, q.,(t), is determined from the point-by-point
dard commercial AO devices, however, we designed ratio of the diffracted and incident intensities.
and commissioned the fabrication of a prototype AO Because the acoustic wave in the material inter-
beam deflector, using TeOO as the medium for its acts with an increasing fraction of the incident opti-
high value of M2 as in previous research. The di- cal beams as it propagates across the device, the
mensions of this device, however, are 3 cm x 4 cm diffraction efficiency should increase during the pe-
in the acoustic and optical propagation directions, riod of illumination if nonlinear amplification is oc-
respectively, compared with the 1 cm x 0.6 cm in- curring. In particular, -q,(t) should grow until the
teraction.region of the off-the-shelf device used in pulse duration exceeds the transit time of the acous-
our earlier demonstrations. The device thickness tic wave amcrs the illuminated aperture and remain
was determined by both the availability of suffi- constant thereafter. Because such growth may be
ciently large starting crystals and the need to main- limited if significant depletion of this incident opti-
tainh a uniform acoustic wave front. Given a device cal beam occurs, the acoustic drive power was set
of these dimensions, to take full advantage of the sufficiently low so that 71a, the diffraction efficiency
overlapping acoustic and optical beams, we must illu-
minate the device with an optical pulse of duration
equal to the transit time for the acoustic wave acros
the device aperture. For our 3-cm aperture and the IU

6 x 1WO cm/s acoustic velocity of TeO, this implies a
pulse duration of 50 ps. Additionally Eq. (1) implies
that the acoustic driving frequency fl should be as
high as possible to minimize It. Because the atten- l•
uation length for acoustic waves in TeO% varies as
the inverse square4 of fl, however, the effective aper- % iS
ture is limited if il is too large. In practice, choos-
ing n so that the device aperture is roughly equal to
the attenuation length yields the optimal response,
in our device obtained at a driving frequency of
70 MHz.

Applying these criteria, we tested the nonlinear
response of this device by using the apparatus de- U U U

picted in Fig. 2. Here a Nd:YLF laser system ca-pable of producing 1.05-g#m pulses up to 20 J in r.t,
energy with durations up to 2000&s illuminates Fig. 3. Plots of spatially averaged diffnaction efficiencyq.(t) versus time during the optical pulse at incidentthe device. The temporal profile of the pulse is energies of 2.1, 10. and 18.2 J. Note that the vertical
constrained to follow a square waveform through an axis is scaed logarithmically so that the maximum gain
electronic feedback system' connected to a Q switch varies roughly exponentially with energy. Also note the
in the laser cavity. The laser output is anamorphi- nmmmotoni behavior of the highest energy cur'e, which
cally expanded to produce a collimated beam with a indicates the presence of competing nonlinear phenomena.
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of the device when probed with low-energy pulses shown in Fig. 3. Whereas the cause of this depletion
from the laser source, was 0.11% remains uncertain, the fact that this process occurs

Our experiment consisted of measuring the time- on the same time scale as the diffractive enhance-
resolved diffraction efficiency for various incident- ment that we observe suggests a similar mechanism.
pulse energies. In all cases the qualitative behavior Specifically, because the diffraction process presents
described in the preceding paragraph was observed, such a strong gain mechanism for the acoustic wave
with growth of n.(t) from an initial value of n,. already present in the medium, gain may be provided
While a pulse duration equal to the aperture transit for other acoustic waves in the plane of illumination
time of 50 As was used in our initial measurements, as well. In a process analogous to photorefractive
we found that efficiencies near steady state were beam fanning,' scattered light thus may mix with
reached within 30 ga in all cases, and subsequent the undiffracted beam, generate additional acoustic
data were taken by using this reduced duration. waves in the material, and undergo amplification
Plots of n.,(t) for three values of incident-pulse en- through the very nonlinear mechanism that we have
ergy are shown in Fig. 3. Whereas at the lowest optimized in our device.
incident energy of 21 J we see that n,(t) is nearly Whereas such competing processes may provide
constant during the pulse, growing to a maximum an ultimate limit on the amount of nonlinear AO
value only 1.3 times no, the higher energies give rise gain that we may achieve, a variety of interesting
to much larger increases in diffraction efficiency. applications are still possible within the limitations
In particular, the maximum value of n,,(t) achieved thus imposed. The combination of high diffraction
during the pulse grows almost exponentially with efficiency and reduced acoustic power requirements
incident energy, reaching a value of 12.4 times no for that we have demonstrated with large acoustic aper-
a 10.5-J input pulse and 110 times n7o for our maxi- tures makes this effect uniquely suitable for the re-
mum energy of 1&2 J. mote steering of high-power laser beams with high

This nearly exponential growth is typical of opera- diffraction-limited pointing accuracy. Moreover
tion above the nonlinear threshold intensity given in the gain process provided by this effect compensates
Eq. (1). The exact expression for the gain in dif- somewhat for the attenuation experienced by acous-
fraction efficiency is given as' tic waves in a medium. Indeed, for incident intensi-

ties well above threshold, the acoustic amplitudes
G - l 1 E2(l-/l,)A]/(-./Ih), (2) grow quasi-exponentially2 rather than decay during

propagation. Thus by using this optical pumping
where G is the ratio between the maximum value of technique it should be possible to create AO devices
•.,(t) and no, Ii. is the incident intensity (assuming with acoustic apertures significantly larger than the
a constant temporal profile as has been used here), usual acoustic attenuation length in a given medium
and I is the first-order modified Bessel function, and thus realize higher time-bandwidth products
which indeed bblhaves exponentially for large values than have heretofore been obtained. Indeed, if the
of the argument.' To determine the value of I1 gain region is enclosed in an acoustic resonator, op-
achieved in our device, Eq. (2) was fitted to experi- tically pumped acoustic oscillation should be acluev-
mental ialues of G for several values of incident able. Finally, our results indicate that AO materials
intensity by using 1, as a free parameter. This com- may be used in a wide variety of nonlinear-optical
parison yielded a value of It = 0.33 ± 0.04 MW/cm', applications such as beam coupling and phase conju-
almost 30 times smaller than the threshold value of gation if the longpuse-duration, extended-spot-size
93 MW/cm' obtained in our previous experiments, techniques that we have developed are used.
Because our maximum input energy of 18.2 J corre- Demonstrations of such applications in these mate-
sponds to an intensity of 2.0 MW/cm', the value of 1, rials are the subject of our current research.
obtained here implies that we have exceeded our The authors acknowledge the support of the
nonlinear threshold by a factor of 6. thermore U.S. Office of Naval Research under contract
because the threshold for optical dama ien T N00014-8 231.
has been determined to be 5-10 MW/cm, we have
"achieved this high-gain operation without risk of
damage. The maximum pulse energy used in our References
experiments was thus determined by avdlable laser 1. M. Khohnevisan and P. Yeh, Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt.
power rather than by damage hmits as in previous Instrum. Eng. 739,82 (1967)
research. 2. F. Vachs, L McMichaeL M. Khoshnevisan, and P. Yeh,

Operation at intensities well in excess of L, how- J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 7, 859 (1990).
ever, does cause other phenomena that may limit the 3. F. Vasc and L McMichael, Opt. Lett 15, 921 (1990).
achievable nonlinear response even if optical damage 4. N. Uchida, J. AppL Phys. 43, 2915 (1972).
does not do so. In particular, at incident intensities 5. R. P. Johnson, N. IL Moncur, and L. D. Siebert, in Pro-
above 3 to 4 times I,, we observed depletion of the ceedin" ofInternational Conference on Lasers (Amer-
incident optical beam exceeding any rise in the dif- ican Chemical Society, Washington, D.C., 1988), pp.

432-43&
fracted output intensity. This depletion of the 6. F W J. Olver, in Handbook of Mathematical Functions,
undiffracted beam reduces the amount of light M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, eds. (Dover,
available for diffraction via the acoustic grating and New York, 1965), p. 358-433.
is responsible for the falloff in diffractive enhance- 7. R. Vazques, F. Vachss, IL Neurgaonkar, and M. Ewbank,
ment seen in the latter portion of the 18.24 data J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 8, 1932 (1991).
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System Applications of Nonlinear Acousto-Optics (Kerr-Bragg)
for Rapid Optical Beam Steering (ROBS)

In this section, the technical background of beam steering techniques and how Rockwell's

studies will address the problem of using nonlinear optical phenomena for agile beam steering of

high-energy laser beams will be described. Some of the studies were in collaboration with our

Rocketdyne division, the details of which will not be discussed here, since they were supported

outside of this program. What is described below is for the purpose of illustrating the relevance of

this program's accomplishments for future system applications.

Background

This Rockwell study for Rapid Optical Beam Steering (ROBS) is based upon a nonlinear

optical two-wave mixing process that will substantially alleviate many prior difficulties in the

application of acousto-optical Bragg scattering to beam deflection of large, high-power lasers. It

also offers a natural complement to other beam steering techniques that may be best suited to low-

power applications (e.g., liquid crystal light valves and waveguides).

The use of acousto-optic (AO) beam steering devices for BMDO (SDI) applications is very

desirable in terms of the generic device capabilities. In AO beam steering, an index of refraction

modulation scatters the laser beam into the required direction. Very high efficiencies can be

achieved in small devices. However, the scaling of conventional AO devices is impractical because

of the large aperture requirements, and the necessity of maintaining a uniform and high-power
acoustic beam across the aperture. In addition, the requirements for generating the acoustic powers

and the subsequent removal of the resulting heat in the material are quite severe. The approach
taken at Rockwell uses the inherent optical nonlinearities in several of the AO materials to enhance
the overall efficiency of the device at moderate- to high-power optical levels. This enhancement

will be in the form of substantially lower acoustic power requirements for a given efficiency, and
these devices will be able to steer over a much wider range of angles.

In the nonlinear device, the actual beam steering is accomplished via nondegenerate two-
wave mixing between the primary input beam and the fraction of the input beam which is weakly

deflected from the acoustic seed beam (the Kerr-Bragg process). The nonlinear optical gratings
which are produced are subsequently amplified in the two-wave mixing process, substantially

enhancing the diffraction efficiency of the acoustic grating. This unique process allows the use of
the basic AO processes for agile beam steering of high-energy beams, without the requirements for
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supplying large acoustic powers over large apertures. It is then possible to have the important

advantages of AO beam steering for SDI directed energy efforts without the need for high-power

acoustic devices. These advantages include:

* High efficiency deflection (- 100%) for high optical energies

• Large resolvable number of spots (N > 1000 for large apertures)

* Fast access times (- lis/mm aperture)

• Random access

Similar arguments can also be given for nondegenerate, two-wave mixing effects. These

"artificial" photorefractive effects can also be used for beam steering applications (however, unlike

the photorefractive materials, Kerr-Bragg media are rapid in response, limited only by phonon
lifetime). The Kerr-Bragg process may also be thought of as a transverse Stimulated Brillouin
Scattering (SBS) process. The interaction between the scattered wave and the pump beam

intensifies the acoustic modulation of the index of refraction, giving rise to greater diffraction

efficiencies with more energy transferred to the steered beam.

Two geometries for the application of this concept to ROBS can be developed. The first

approach is referred to as Kerr-Bragg steering and is shown in Fig. 1. It resembles the geometry
of conventional acousto-optical beam deflectors. The second approach shown in Fig. 2 is referred

to as Resonant Nondegenerate Two-Wave Mixing (RNTWM), and it resembles the geometry used
in Two-Wave Mixing experiments pioneered at the Rockwell Science Center in the last several

years.

Since both of these approaches rely upon nonlinear processes that develop the highest

diffraction efficiencies at high power, we believe the development of techniques to optimize the
nonlinear response of conventional materials will be required, thereby reducing the requirement for
laser beams of high peak power. In particular, we propose to capitalize upon research to develop

nonlinear materials that are created by phase transitions near a critical point.

In addition to beam deflection, control of the phase of the acoustic signal allows piston

phase control of the diffracted beam. Thus, this single element provides both steering and phasing
of subapertures. In principle, detailed control of the phase front of the acoustic transducer (through

the use of a phased array transducer of sufficient resolution) also can be used to provide adaptive
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wavefront control to correct aberrations generated elsewhere in the system. Conversely, accurate

acoustic wavefront control will be required to preserve the quality of the laser beam.

SC40179A

PHASED ARRAY DEFLECTED
OF TRANSDUCERS BEAMS)

R HIGH ENERGY
LASER INPUT•<•• ••t •

i It "DEPLETED

NLO MEDIUM \INDEX GRATINGS PUMP BEAM

a TRIGGERED BY ACOUSTO-OPTICS

* FULL DEFLECTION BY NONLINEAR GRATINGS

* WORKS ONLY FOR VERY HIGH INTENSITIES

Fig. 1 Kerr-Bragg Steering.

SNLO Medium A,

High Energy Beam

ri Low Energy
Steering Seed Beam
Beam

Small Beom
Steering Device

Fig. 2 Resonant Nondegenerate Two-Wave Mixing (RNTWM).
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Beam Steering Criteria

The primary parameters of interest for beam steering devices are the number of resolvable
spots N, the access time, and the efficiency of beam deflection. The maximum steering angle Aqp is

important for determining the resolution (N); however, Aqp by itself is not very important since it

can be changed by passive optics; e.g., lenses or mirrors. The resolvable number of spots are
determined by the relation N = A9p/Ap, where AD3 is the diffraction angle of the optical beam. For

AO devices, it can be shown that N = Afr, where Af is the frequency bandwidth of the device, and

- is the transit time of the acoustic beam across the optical aperture. r is also the access time

required to switch the beam deflection angle, since it is the time required for modification to the
acoustic grating (i.e., a new steering direction) to propagate across the aperture. Therefore,
systems which utilize smaller subapertures have an intrinsically faster response time.

Kerr-Bragg Beam Steering

Conventional acousto-optical deflectors require approximately 1 W of RF power to reach
high diffraction efficiency for a beam of approximately 1 mm diameter. For beams that are

centimeters to meters in diameter, the power requirements can reach many kilowatts. This large
power requirement is the fundamental limitation of conventional AO deflectors.

The Kerr-Bragg effect can be thought of as transverse SBS seeded by an acoustic wave

launched at the correct phase-matching conditions. If the intensity of the input beam is sufficient to

nearly reach the threshold for transverse SBS, the amplification of acoustic power by transverse

SBS is exponential and can be very large. Since nonlinear optical Bragg scattering provides gain to

the acoustic wave, the acoustic power required from the transducers is reduced by exp(gIL), where

g is the nonlinear coupling constant or gain, I is the laser intensity, and L is the transverse

interaction length. The power for the acoustic deflection is provided by the high-energy input laser

beam; i.e., in a real sense the laser beam deflects itself. The input acoustic wave must have an

intensity sufficiently above the noise level so that it can define the direction of stimulated scattering.

In conventional SBS, the direction of scattering is in the direction with the greatest g IL product.

The amplified seed beam must dominate the amplified spontaneous noise in order to control the

transverse SBS process. For example, the threshold for SBS, which is mediated by the

amplification of noise phonons, occurs for a g IL product of approximately 25. Therefore, gain

approaching 100 dB is thought to be achievable with the proper geometry.
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In addition to intensity, laser pulse length affects the gain of Kerr-Bragg processes. Theory

predicts that the gain for transverse SBS should increase appreciably for near-forward angles with

pulse lengths approaching microseconds in duration. The impact of higher gain for transverse SBS

is a reduction of power required for lasers of long-pulse length compared with backwards SBS. It

also should be noted that the acoustic transducers can be operated in a pulsed manner for use with a

pulsed laser, giving further reductions in average power. If the laser pulse consists of a mode-
locked pulse train where each pulse is of sub-nanosecond duration, it has been shown that the

response to the sum of the individual mode-locked pulses is similar to a long continuous pulse in

SBS.

The spectral width of the pulse also affects SBS gain. Extremely coherent but chirped
pulses characteristic of radar pulses will require study in this program. Rocketdyne studies of

"broadband" excimer emission have shown that the output consists of chirped narrow line

emission and that this emission has a low SBS threshold consistent with narrow line emission as
long as the chirp rate is less than the phonon lifetime.

Locking of SBS by injection of optical beams has been demonstrated. Acoustic seeding

should provide an improved source for locking the scattered (deflected) beam to the input beam.

The potential for high nonlinear gain implies a reduction of acoustic power from kilowatts to
milliwatts for the same diffraction efficiency. The acoustic power in this technique is provided by

power derived from the laser beam, that is, the optical interaction drives the generation of acoustic

waves.

Preliminary experiments presented later in this section have shown an enhancement of

diffraction efficiency with a small pulsed laser. Quartz was used as the AO material in this device.
Other AO materials have a figure of merit orders of magnitude higher, and phase transition
materials offer the possibility of further increases of several orders of magnitude.

Rapid Optical Beam Steering (ROBS) System Using Nonlinear Acousto-

Optics

One of the most difficult technology development issues associated with laser radar is rapid

optical beam steering (ROBS) of the laser beam. The technical challenge revolves around two

central issues. The first challenge is the need for large beam steering angles-assumed to be on the
order of 15 degrees. Second, these large angles must be addressed rapidly at retargeting times
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assumed to be less than a millisecond. A large number of resolution elements is implied because

these large angles must be addressed to a resolution within the diffraction limit of the output

aperture.

It is recognized that a major reduction of the difficulty of this problem can be made by
dividing the output aperture into a number of subapertures. The subapertures are phased and the
phase between each subaperture is controlled in a manner similar to phased array radar to achieve
beam steering. However, with optical radar, the limited diffraction from apertures of a reasonable
size limits the beam steering angle of phased arrays to very small angles unless the subaperture
elements are themselves steered. The problem is thus reduced to the ganged steering of a few
hundred subapertures. Each subaperture, assumed to be of the order of 10 cm in size, must be able
to address a number of resolution elements consistent with the total angle divided by the

diffraction-limited beam divergence angle of the subaperture-a number of resolution elements
assumed to be of the order of 10,000 or more in each axis (at a wavelength of 1 pm).

A number of beam deflection technologies have been considered for this application and

discarded as limited to lower performance than what ultimately may be desirable. In this program
we propose the application of new principles of operation that are made possible by the emerging

understanding of the application of nonlinear optics to the control of beam phase and energy.
Examples of these techniques are Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) for optical phase

conjugation and Two-Wave Mixing (TWM) or the "photorefractive effect" for energy transfer.

The Rockwell Science Center (RSC) has been studying a process referred to as Resonant

Nondegenerate Two-Wave Mixing (RNTWM) for use with "artificial photorefractors".
Rocketdyne has been studying SBS for the beam control of large high power lasers. We believe

there is an underlying fundamental relation between these two processes, since they can both be
thought of as acoustically aided nonlinear processes. In a similar manner, these nonlinear
processes are related to the acousto-optic processes that are used for AO beam deflectors and

modulators.

These acoustically mediated nonlinear processes have the potential of providing direct

electronic control of beam deflection with performance at least of the level discussed above. This
proposal aims to demonstrate that these processes can achieve performance over a large

subaperture with high efficiency and low power consumption.
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A conceptual system configuration using the techniques that are to be developed in this

program is shown in Fig. 3. The deflection system is a modular transmissive device that is located

at the output of the laser system. The beam deflection module consists of an acoustic transducer

coupled to a high efficiency nonlinear medium. The acoustic transducer is shown in this system as

a two-dimensional array for addressing two axes of beam deflection. The nonlinear medium can be

a fluid contained in a pressure cell. (A special material in this category was studied and developed

at Rocketdyne, under a Navy contract.)

OUTPUT AT
RF ELECTRONICS MAXIMUM
FOR 2-0 DEFLECTION
PHASED ARRAYS

BEAMEXPADEROUTPUT AT
BEAMEXPADERMINIMUM

DEFLECTION

~..........LASE __...........

2-0 STEERING ARRAY •..........im

.OUNDIFFRACTED

B1EAU

Typical Kerr-Bragg Cell

Fig. 3 Conceptual approach to a ROBS system based on nonlinear acousto-optics.

There are several interpretations or viewpoints that can be used to describe this beam

deflection concept. The nonlinear energy exchange process for transferring (or scattering) light

from the input beam to the deflected beam is referred to as Resonant Nondegenerate Two-Wave
Mixing (RNTWM). This process can be thought of as analogous to TWM in an "artificial"

photorefractive medium. In this medium, energy is transferred by diffraction from the input beam

to a slightly downshifted and deflected beam. The redshift in the deflected beam establishes the
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conditions necessary for preferential scatter of energy into the deflected beam with nonlinear

(exponential) amplification.

This amplification allows the use of a very weak acoustic beam to initiate the diffraction of

light. This weakly diffracted beam establishes a weak beam of light traveling in the correct

direction. Through the nonlinear gain process this weak beam is rapidly (exponentially) amplified

to high intensity. This process also can be thought of as acoustically seeded transverse Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering (SBS). The transverse SBS generates acoustic waves traveling at the Bragg

condition for scattering light transversely out of the beam. The SBS-generated acoustic wave
greatly amplifies the transducer-generated acoustic wave, and this intensifies the optical scattered
wave in a feedback process.

In summary, we can utilize the Kerr-Bragg effect to achieve the performance required for

Rapid Optical Beam Steering (ROBS) mission(s). The nonlinear medium to be utilized was

developed at Rocketdyne under a Navy contract for a broad range of nonlinear optics applications.

In this application, unique material properties of the media result in high resolution and large

deflection angle range with modest acoustic driving frequency power.
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